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Risk Markets Decline in August, Despite Lower Inflation and
Resilient Activity, as Financial Conditions Tighten Due to FED
Guidance on Conditions for Rate Pivot

Country-wise Monthly Performance
in USD terms (Aug 2022)*

In August, risk markets have posted modest declines across the equities, credit, foreign
exchange and commodities domains. Figure 1 illustrates August month-to-date
percentage declines for a group of risk asset market indices.
Figure 1. Risk Markets Pull Back Considerably in August across Major Asset Groups
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As we look back at the month of August’s major macro developments, we find that activity
releases have proven more resilient than expected by the consensus of economists. For
example, Citi’s economic activity surprise index for the US has bounced strongly from the low
levels reached during the week ending June 24th. For the Eurozone region, a similar recovery in
economic surprise indicators is evident from the low levels reached during the week ending July
28th. At a global level, economic surprise indicators bottomed out the week ending July 28th.
China is one of the few economies manifesting softening activity readings; however, much of
that softness is the result of involuntary demand restraint owing to the continued Covid
infection wave-related lockdown.
Within the price domain, the macro calendar has also been supportive of risk markets over the
past several weeks. For example, core intermediate PPI inflation readings - one of the more
leading goods inflation barometers - have posted four consecutive months of year-on-year
declines, with the July reading printing at 5.8%. Likewise, cyclical sectors that harbor important
sensitivity to interest rate changes - including autos and housing – have shown clear signs of
sustained deceleration, virtually sealing disinflationary trends for those sectors over the coming
quarters.
Notwithstanding benign goods inflation releases over the past several months, service sector
inflation trends remain strong, with relatively modest softening in US labor markets and
correspondingly sticky wage inflation. Such dynamics are of concern to central banks, especially
the US Federal Reserve, as these carry the potential for setting off pernicious inflation
expectations. While even under the FED’s own admission there are few signs of such risks
coming into fruition, at his August 26th Jackson Hole speech, FED Chair Powell conveyed to the
markets the FED’s strong bias in ensuring inflation momentum weakens considerably further,
even at the risk of triggering a recession. In that light, the FED has signaled that the timing of a
pivot from its ongoing rate hike cycle will take considerably longer than expected by interest
rates futures markets. Put differently, through his Jackson Hole speech, Fed Chair Powell has
signaled the institution’s desire to sponsor continued tightening of financial conditions, a
development adverse to asset valuation multiples.
From an investment perspective, the above constellation of macro (resilient activity and benign
inflation momentum) and policy (reassertion of hawkish for ‘longer’ monetary policy) stance
reaffirm the principal tenets of our standing investment strategy: overweight value and quality
factor tilts. From a cross-asset market perspective, we continue to favor equities over long
duration fixed income while in fixed income we favor intermediate duration high grade issues.
Finally, we continue to favor precious metals allocations, especially gold.

Emerging Market Perspectives
EM Stocks Sharply Outpace DM Peers in August despite US$ Strength and Global
Market Declines; Glovista Raises China Country Tilt
In August, emerging market equities have outperformed the MSCI ACWI index by close to 200
basis points, including broad participation from a large percentage of emerging market country
indices. In our assessment, such broad EM outperformance - unfolding during a month
witnessing a combination of broad US$ strength and global market declines – responds to
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several considerations likely to sustain themselves over the balance of the year, including: (a) sustained outperformance of
value factor over growth at a global level; (b) institutional and retail investors’ steep levels of under-allocation to the asset
class; (c) solid corporate earnings performance by some of the largest emerging market companies, including those in China,
and; (d) increased liquidity conditions in China, directed by central bank measures, in contrast to most of the developed
world.
Over the past several weeks, we have raised our China country exposure from underweight to moderate overweight on the
back of improved regulatory backdrop and solid corporate earnings performance on the part of large information
technology sector companies. We continue to maintain overweight allocations to Latin America markets while maintaining
underweight allocations to North Asia hardware sector.
From an asset class perspective, we expect a sustained outperformance over the balance of the year on the back of
increased Chinese market stabilization, EM economies’ improved relative momentum versus developed peers and a
favorable technical backdrop derived partly from global investors’ large under-allocation to the asset class and EM
currencies’ proven resilience versus the US Dollar.
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Disclaimers:
1. This newsletter from Glovista is for information purposes only and this document should not be construed as an offer to sell or
solicitation to buy, purchase or subscribe to any securities.
2. This document is for general information of Glovista clients. However, Glovista will not treat every recipient as client by virtue
of their receiving this report.
3. This newsletter does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives,
financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The securities discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors.
4. The price and value of investments referred to in this newsletter and the income arising from them are subject to market risks.
Past performance is not a guide for future performance
5. Certain transactions including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities
give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please ensure that you have read and understood the current
risk disclosure documents before entering into any derivative transactions.
6. This newsletter has been prepared by Glovista based upon publicly available information and sources, believed to be reliable.
Though utmost care has been taken to ensure its accuracy, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that it is
accurate or complete.
7. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are subject to change without notice and Glovista is under no obligation to inform the
clients when opinions or information in this report changes.
8. This newsletter or information contained herein does not constitute or purport to constitute investment advice and should not be
reproduced, transmitted or published by the recipient. This document is for the use and consumption of the recipient only. This
newsletter or any portion thereof may not be printed, sold or circulated or distributed without the written consent of Glovista.
9. Forward-looking statements in this newsletter are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Neither Glovista
nor any of its directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect,
incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the
information included in this newsletter.
10. Sales and distribution services offered through Spouting Rock Distributors, a subsidiary of Spouting Rock Asset Management, an
SEC registered investment adviser.
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